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1. Context
Bangladesh witnessed the ﬁrst oﬃcial case of
Covid-19 on 08 March 2020. The country has
been identiﬁed as one of the 25 most
vulnerable countries to be affected by this
fast-spreading virus which left 170 million
people under threats. The slums and
low-income settlements in Bangladesh are
densely populated where on an average ﬁve to
seven household members live in a very close
proximity within a room or so. Further their
lack of awareness on hygiene behaviors and
use of common water and sanitation facilities
make them the most vulnerable to this virus
outbreak.
The World Health Organization (WHO) and the
government have suggested that wash hands
frequently with soap and maintain physical
distancing are the critical preventive measures
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against Covid-19. A signiﬁcant number of people
living in slums and low-income communities
are facing real challenges to adopt the
recommended practices of maintaining hygiene
while using common facilities for water and
sanitation as well as physical distancing and
quarantine. They usually cannot afford buying
necessary cleansing agents like soap and
detergent for handwashing and disinfectants
for cleaning of the waterpoints, toilets and
surrounding areas. In the context of COVID-19
outbreak, all these became critically essential.
Therefore, a need has emerged to develop
guidelines for densely populated slums and
low-income communities to help them
protecting against COVID-19 spread in a
systematic approach within the prevailing
situation.

2. Objectives of
the guideline
This guideline has been developed for the
slums and low-income communities where
WaterAid and its Partner NGOs are working
for COVID19 response. This document
outlines the practices that should be
adopted by the people living in densely
populated slums and low-income
communities where they use shared toilets,
washing and bathing facilities to minimize
the risk of COVID19 spread.
This guideline will help not only to prevent
the spread of COVID-19 and will also
suggest how to live life in the ‘new normal’
situation to continue their hygiene practices
in a sustained way making it a habit as a
‘norm’ of the society.

3. Coronavirus
disease and
minimisation of
risk of spread
Coronavirus disease is a highly contagious
caused by a newly discovered coronavirus and
named as COVID-19. Most of the infected
people experience cough, running nose, fever
and mild to moderate respiratory illness and
recover without treatment but regular care at
home like common ﬂu. A small percentage of
people may develop serious illness and
require medical attention. Relatively aged
people and people having underlying medical
problems like cardiovascular disease,
diabetes, chronic respiratory disease, and
cancer are more vulnerable.

The COVID-19 virus spreads primarily through
droplets of saliva while coughing or discharge
from the nose while sneezing. The virus is
then spread to others by direct contact with
infected persons, touch from common
surfaces and materials in use. The virus
usually enter into the body of a healthy
person through eyes, nose or month due to
direct contact of infected person and through
common touch points.
The best way to prevent and slow down the
transmission is to be well informed of
COVID-19 and adopt preventive measures.
The simplest ways of protecting yourself and
others from infection are washing your hands
frequently, not touching your face, coughing
or sneezing into a handkerchief and wearing a
mask. Apart from self-protection, cleanliness
of surroundings including maintaining
physical distancing are equally important to
minimize risk of contamination.
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Support required at densely populated
slums and low-income communities to
prevent spread of COVID-19

4. Preventive
measures to be
taken at slums
and low-income
communities
● People should be supported with relevant
messages on proper handwashing, water
safety plan (WSP) and Sanitation Safety
Plan (SSP) in the context of COVID-19.
● If possible, hygiene kits will be provided
along with soap/ detergent and bleaching
powder for ensuing cleanliness and
disinfection at family and community level.
● People will be encouraged to wear mask
and vulnerable persons may be provided
with masks.
● Women and adolescent girls will be
encouraged to maintain personal hygiene
including menﬆrual hygiene management
properly.
● Environmental cleanliness and disinfectant
campaign may be conducted in the slums
to reduce the risk of spread of COVID-19.
● Training and safety gears will be
provided to the waﬆe collectors within
the slum to protect themselves from their
work-related risk.
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4.1 How to maintain
hand hygiene
Frequently wash
your hands with
soap and water
for at least
20 seconds.
Discard used tissues
in a covered bin
and immediately
wash your hands
with soap.
Avoid shaking
hands and
hugging others.
Avoid crowded
areas if possible.
Avoid spitting in
public. Don’t
touch your nose,
eyes and mouth.

4.2 How to wash
hands properly

People should wash their both hands properly before
going out or coming in the vicinity. Proper steps of
handwashing should be followed as below:

Wet hands
with water

Apply enough
soap to cover all
hand surfaces

Rub hand palm
to palm and
create foam

Right palm over
left dorsum with
interlaced fingers
and vice versa

Rotational
rubbing of left
thumb clasped
in right palm
and vice versa

Rinse hands
with water
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Rotational rubbing,
backwards and
forwards with
clasped fingers of
right hand and left
palm and vice versa

Dry both
hands on air,
your hands
are now safe
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4.3 Handwashing
facilities

Context-speciﬁc handwashing facilities at the entry points of the slums/
low-income communities and other strategic locations will be provided along
with water and soap. Inclusive features of these handwashing stations will
accommodate the followings:
● Multiple options single taps to multiple taps as feasible for slums
and low-income communities
● Proper drainage/disposal of wastewater
● User-friendliness considering the special needs of person with
disabilities, children
● Soapy water should be promoted if possible
● Foot-operated handwashing facilities are preferred

Multiple
options
single taps
to multiple
taps

Footoperated
handwashing
facilities

Proper
drainage/
disposal of
wastewater

Multiple
options
single taps
to multiple
taps

For more details please see Annex 1
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4.4 Do it yourself
4.4.1 How to make
Tippy Tap

wUwc U¨vc

Local entrepreneurs or enthusiastic slum
dwellers will be motivated to develop several types
of low-cost handwashing facilities like tippy taps.

K‡ivbv ‡gvKv‡ejvq Lye mn‡R N‡i e‡m evbv‡bv
mvevb w`‡q nvZ †avqvi e¨e¯’v
Kg cvwb LiP nq | ¯úk© QvovB e¨envi Kiv hvq

evbv‡bvi DcKiY: GKwU cvwbi M¨vjb, 6wU euv‡ki jvwV, wKQ‚ `wo, mevb I cvwb|

K

wKfv‡e evbv‡eb?

L
c

M

1

cvwbi M¨vj‡bi `yÕw`‡K
Gfv‡e `ywU dz‡Uv Kiæb|

2

K) PviwU jvwV w`‡q GKwU †d«g evbvb, `yB cv‡k `ywU jvwV w`‡q
GKwU Zveyi gZ K‡i|
L) Av‡iKwU †QvU jvwV †d«‡gi gvSvgvwS ewm‡q w`b|
M) †d«‡gi gv‡S gvwU‡Z wKQy B‡Ui UyKiv ev gvwUi ¯Íyc w`b
†hb Kv`v bv n‡q hvq|

K
M

3

GKwU `woi GK cªvšÍ
M¨vj‡bi gy‡L evuayb
Ges Aci cªvšÍwU
Avi GKwU jvwVi
gv_vq ‡eu‡a wbb|

4

L

K) M¨vjbwU cvwb w`‡q A‡a©K f‡i, †d«‡gi gvSLv‡bi jvwV‡Z
n¨v‡ÛjwU XywK‡q w`b
L) mvevb Kv‡QB ivLyb| GLb Avcwb wb‡Pi jvwVwU cv w`‡q Pvc w`b,
†`L‡eb M¨vjbwUi gyL ‡_‡K cvwb Si‡Q|
M) GLb GB Siv cvwb I mvevb w`‡q Lye mn‡RB †Kv‡bv
wKQy ¯úk© bv K‡i nvZ ay‡Z cvi‡eb|
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4.4.2 How to prepare
soapy water

সাবান পািন িম�ণ ৈতির প�িতঃ
েদড়(১.৫) িলটার পির�ার পািনেত ৫ চা চামচ িডটারেজন্ট (�ড়া সাবান) ভােলাভােব িমিশেয় সাবান
পািনর িম�ণ ৈতির করা যায়।

+
েদড়(১.৫) িলটার
পির�ার পািনেত

৫ চা চামচ
�ড়া সাবান

=

সাবান পািন হাত
েধায়ার জন্য ব্যবহার
করা যায়।

সাবান পািন িম�ণ

4.4.3 How to prepare
disinfectants
to clean

জীবাণু নাশক িম�ণ ৈতিরঃ
এক(১) িলটার পির�ার পািনেত ৫ চা চামচ পিরমান ি�িচং পাউডার (৩৫% ে�ািরন যু �)
ভােলাভােব িমিশেয় জীবাণু নাশক িম�ণ ৈতির করা যায়।

এক(১) িলটার
পির�ার পািনেত

+

৫ চা চামচ
ি�িচং পাউডার

=

ব্যবহার করার সময়
েখয়াল রাখেত হেব
জীবাণু নাশক েযন
হাত ও েচােখ না লােগ।

জীবাণু নাশক িম�ণ

সাবান পািন ও জীবাণু নাশেকর েবাতল নলকূ প বা ট্যােপর পােশ রাখেবা। ব্যবহােরর আেগ ও পের সাবান পািন
িদেয় এবং িদেন অ�ত ২(দুই) বার জীবানুনাশক িদেয় নলকূ েপর/ট্যােপর হাতল ও মু খ, নলকূ েপর �াটফম, র্
টয়েলট প্যান ও টয়েলেটর দরজা ইত্যািদ ভােলাভােব ধু েয় িনব এবং ে�ইন সবসময় পির�ার পিরচ্ছ� রাখব।
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4.5 How to keep
common water
facilities and
water safe

কেরানা �িতেরােধ
খাবার পািন িনরাপদ
রাখার উপায়

1 2
3
5

4
6

7 8
08

4.6 How to keep
common toilet
facilities safe

কেরানা �িতেরােধ টয়েলট
িনরাপদ রাখার উপায়
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4.7 How to keep
common bathing
spaces safe

১. েগাসল খানায় অিতির�
িভড় করব না।
২. একসােথ এেকর অিধক
ব্যি� েগাসল করেল অ�ত
৩ ফুট দরূ � বজায় রাখব।
৩. েগাসেলর সময় িরজাভ র্
ট্যাংেকর ঢাকনা ব� রাখব।

4.8 How to clean
common WASH
facilities
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How to maintain day to day
life in densely populated
communities
4.9 Maintain
physical
distance

জ�রী দরকাের
বাইের েগেল এেক
অপেরর েথেক অ�ত
৩ ফুট দূের থাকেবা
এবং মা� পরব।

৩ ফ�ট

৩ ফ�ট

4.10 Avoid gathering
at common places

জনসমাগম বা িভেড় যাব না।
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4.11 Mask for
everyone

১. সিঠক িনয়েম মা�
পরব এবং খু লব।
২. মাে�র সামেনর
িদেক হাত িদব না।
4.12 Wearing
a mask
all the time

পাচঁ বছেরর িশ�
েথেক বৃ� পয�র্
সবাই সবসময়
মা� পরব।
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4.13 How to disinfect
the face cover/
mask

কাপেড়র মা� জীবাণু মু�
করার উপায়ঃ
১. সাবান ও গরম পািন
িদেয় মা� ধু েয় িনন।
২. েরােদ �িকেয় িনন।
৩. পু নরায় ব্যবহার ক�ন।

4.14 How a person
will do after
getting a COVID-19
symptoms

আপনার অথবা আপনার
�িতেবশীর কেরানার ল�ণ
(�র, কািশ বা �াসক�) �কাশ
েপেল �া�্য বাতায়ন-এর ১৬২৬৩
এবং ৩৩৩ ন�ের েফান ক�ন।
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4.15 How a COVID-19
patient should
be managed

কেরানায় েকউ আ�া� হেলঃ
১. পিরবােরর অন্যান্য সদস্য
েথেক তােক আলাদা রাখব।
২. অসু � ব্যি� সহ পিরবােরের
সবাই সবসময় মা� পরব।
৩. পিরবােরর সবেথেক সু � ব্যি�েক
তার পিরচযায়র্ িনয়িজত করব।
৪. পিরচযায়কািরেক
সবসময় মা�
র্
ও �াভস পরেত হেব এবং পিরচযা র্
েশেষ তার কাপড় �রা সাবান িদেয়
ধু েত হেব।
৫. �েয়াজন হেল ডা�ােরর পরামেশরর্
জন্য ১৬২৬৩ এবং ৩৩৩ ন�ের
েফান করব।

If COVID-19 like symptoms is found among anyone within any family,
s/he should stay at a separate room if possible. If it is diﬃcult, seek
help from others/ volunteers to arrange alternative. Attendant must
always wear facemask and gloves. S/he must change cloths and wash
those with detergent after attending patient.
All are advised to use face-mask including the sick person. S/he
should call immediately at 333 or 16263 for guidance, testing and
medical advice.
If the test is positive, most cases management can be done at home.
However, if hospitalization is required, IEDCR/ health authority (from
those phone numbers) will guide for suitable options. There are
several hospitals for COVID-19 patients in Kurmitola, Uttara,
Narayanganj, Bashundhara, old Dhaka, Mirpur etc. Hospital isolation
facilities are also available in different districts.
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5. Role of different
entities
5.1 Community volunteers/
Committee members

● Ensure regular cleanliness of all handwashing
facilities and community managed toilets
● Monitor handwashing practices of the
communities at the handwashing facilities
● Disinfect the slum with the help of community
people ensuring social distancing

They will ensure co-ordination among the
members of Community Based Organizations
(CBOs) and ﬁeld staff of Partner NGOs. They
should be instrumental in bridging between
communities and Partner/WaterAid staff to
ensure minimum direct contact with
communities reducing the risk of spread. They
should communicate to community people
including persons with disabilities, pregnant
women, elderly people and children about the
risk of coronavirus transmission, preventive
measures and support the families who have
already been affected or referred to hospital.
Their speciﬁc roles will be,

The role of Partner NGOs will be the following
but does not necessarily to be limited to,

● Facilitate installation, management and
maintenance of the portable handwashing
facilities at the entry points and other strategic
locations of the slums

● Appling the key principle of ‘DO NO HARM’,
the partner NGOs will ensure personal safety
while movement and complete the essential
tasks ensuring no or minimum contact

● Orient the caretakers of community managed
toilets about the low-cost solution of soapy
water and how to prepare disinfectant using
bleaching powder

● Staff must have clear and consistent
understanding of the guidelines and safety
protocol provided by WHO, the government
agencies and WaterAid

● Store and keep records of soap/ detergents
and disinfectants and make eﬃcient use of
the products

● To reduce risk of contamination across the
community, staff of partner NGOs shold train
the Volunteers / Committee members of CBOs
/local leaders / micro entrepreneurs/ Women
groups/ motivators other relevant people with
the updated knowledge on COVID-19 and
maintain all necessary protective measures

● Monitor the availability of soapy water nearby
the handwashing stations
● Ensure availability of water and soapy water at
the handwashing stations on a regular basis
● Support the caretakers to develop a schedule
for disinfecting the WASH facilities
● Monitor the regular disinfection process of the
WASH facilities following the schedule
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● Help dissemination of messages for ﬁghting
against corona
● Ensure health and safety issues while working

5.2 Staff of partners and
working NGOs

● Must be equipped with protective safety gears
● Use distant learning equipment and easy
communicative tools applicable including
training using mobile-based technology

● Facilitate dissemination of messages using
traditional channels with no or minimum
contact like cable networks (dish channel),
media and social networks, miking
maintaining safe distance etc.
● Inform WaterAid regarding any health
concern of the team members or community
members immediately
● Guide the volunteers and CBO members
about awareness-raising activities and
disinfect campaign keeping themselves safe
● Install handwashing stations following
technical guidance from WaterAid with
support from volunteers/ CBO members
● Ensure proper use of soap/ disinfectants/
hygiene materials through volunteers/CBO
members
● Ensure proper dissemination of the
communication materials on
awareness-raising messages through
volunteers/ CBO members as applicable
● Maintain regular coordination and
communication with WaterAid, local leaders
and local government institutions, other
government departments including IEDCR,
and other service providers
● Ensure access and use of supplies for
handwashing soaps / other disinfectant
agents available at the community
● Regularly assess the situation and help
people to develop a mechanism of updating
information to the most vulnerable people

5.3 WaterAid staff
and INGOs

staff members of WaterAid are given below
which are not necessarily be limited to,
● All staff must have a clear and consistent
understanding of different guidelines and
safety protocol provided by WHO/WA and the
government agencies
● WaterAid will train frontline staff including
partners with updated knowledge of COVID-19
and ensure necessary safety gear and
protection equipment
● Facilitate installation of context-speciﬁc,
suitable and sustainable solutions for
handwashing and other facilities as applicable
● Develop innovative hygiene promotion which
are expected to lead behavioral change
adopting new social norms and practice
ensuring physical distancing, hand washing
at critical times and required frequencies
● Regularly assess the situation and collect
evidences to assist Partner NGOs to develop
a mechanism for collection and updating
information of the most vulnerable people
who are at risk of COVID-19 transmission or
who already affected to refer to hospital support
● Liaison with government departments and
coordinate with other like-minded organizations
and stakeholders working in communities
● Ensure access to material supplies for hand
washing and other disinfectant agents available
at the communities
● Regularly update, analyze and share
information to the concern authorities includes
City Corporations, Municipalities, Water and
Sewage Authorities (WASAs), Institute of
Epidemiology, Disease Control and Research
(IEDCR) and health counterpart to map out and
report vulnerability and concerns

WaterAid will apply ‘DO NO HARM’ principle to
reduce direct physical contact with
communities due to the risk of transmitting
the virus and will ensure personal safety while
movement. Speciﬁc responsibilities of the
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Annexe: 1

Samples of suitable common
handwash facilities in slum context.

For more details, please see
https://bit.ly/HWS_technicalmanual
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Annexe: 2

Important phone number and hospital list.

Hotline number
Shastho Batayon: 16263, 333 and 10655

IEDCR Hotline:
01927711784-85 | 01937000011 | 01937110011 | 01401184551
01401184554-56 | 01401184559-60 | 01401184563 | 01401184568

Corona treatment hospitals in Dhaka list and contact numbers

কু েয়ত বাংলােদশ ৈম�ী সরকারী হাসপাতাল
ম�ল বািড় েরাড, ৬ ন�র েস�র, উ�রা,
৩১৯, ঈশা খা ঁ েরাড, ঢাকা- ১২৩০
েযাগােযাগ- 01999-956290
বাংলােদশ েরলওেয় েজনােরল হাসপাতাল, কমলাপু র
আউটার সাকু লার
র্ েরাড, কমলাপু র
েযাগােযাগ- +8802-55007420
মহানগর েজনােরল হাসপাতাল
নয়া বাজার, ইংিলশ েরাড, মিতিঝল, ঢাকা-১১০০
েযাগােযাগ- 02-57390860; 02-7390066
িমরপু র েমটারিনিট হাসপাতাল
িমরপু র েরাড, বড়বাগ, েরাড-২
েযাগােযাগ- 02-9002012

আিমনবাজার ২০ শয্যা িবিশ� হাসপাতাল
আিমনবাজার, সাভার
েযাগােযাগ- 01700000000, 01712290100
িজিনিজরা ২০ শয্যা িবিশ� হাসপাতাল
েকরানীগ�, ঢাকা
সািজদা ফাউে�শন হাসপাতাল
১২৫, জুরাইন েমিডেকল েরাড, জুরাইন, ঢাকা-১২০৪
েযাগােযাগ- 01777-771625
ঢাকা েমিডেকল কেলজ হাসপাতাল
বান ওর্ �াি�ক সাজাির
র্ িবভাগ
েযাগােযাগ- 01819220180
েশখ রােসল গ্যাে�ািলভার হাসপাতাল
জাতীয় ব�ব্যািধ ই�িটিটউট ও হাসপাতাল

কামরাি�রচর ৩১ শয্যা িবিশ� হাসপাতাল
লালবাগ, ঢাকা
েযাগােযাগ- 01726321189
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WaterAid Bangladesh
House 97/B, Road 25, Block A
Banani, Dhaka, 1213, Bangladesh.
Phone: +880 2 58815757, 9848541
Facsimile: +880 2 9882577
wateraidbangladesh@wateraid.org
www.wateraid.org

